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The transport of light in complex dielectric structures, ranging from photonic crystals to disordered dielectrics, exhibits 
a fascinating and sometimes unexpected behaviour. Disordered systems come in many forms like colloidal suspensions 
and various powders. In these materials, light waves follow a diffusive type of propagation in analogy to the diffusion 
of electrons in a resistor.  Interference effects can survive this diffusive propagation, giving rise to, only recently 
observed, interference phenomena like weak and strong (Anderson) localization. If optical gain is added to a random 
material, a unique light source can be obtained called a random laser. Such random laser sources combine the emission 
properties of a regular light bulb with that of a normal laser and use multiple scattering of light to reach a laser 
threshold. A random laser can be realized in practice by grinding a laser crystal into a fine powder. 

 
In this seminar we will give an overview of the recent developments in this rapidly growing field of research. 

In particular, we will discuss the possibility of observing coherent effects from random laser sources and make the 
connection between interference effects, like Anderson localization, and random lasing. Also we will discuss possible 
applications of random laser materials obtained by infiltrating a liquid crystal – laser dye solution into porous random 
systems and by synthesis of optically active polymer dispersed liquid crystals. In the latter case we observe that, due to 
extremely anisotropic light transport, a fascinating anomalous transport regime can be reached for light waves. 
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